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Intro

Unresolved conflict has detrimental effects on our learning capacity, health and morale. Identifying
and addressing these conflict situations effectively involves positive communication, active
listening and problem-solving skills.
This resource is a guide only, we recommend working closely with experts that can assist you to
implement those strategies to achieve your outcomes. It involves planning the requirements,
developing the process and determining which requirements are the highest priority for
implementation, and managing change.

Tips for the reader
Please check our website www.profoundleadership.com.au for additional tools (including free
downloads), online training, resources, educational blogs, forums, workshops and many more
valuable products and services on offer.

Disclaimer
The information contained herein is provided on the understanding that it neither represents nor is
intended to be advice and that neither the publisher nor author is engaged in rendering legal or
professional advice. The intent is to offer you, the reader, a variety of information to provide you
with a wider range of choices both now and in the future, recognising that we all have widely
diverse circumstances and viewpoints. While all attempts have been made to verify information
provided in this publication, neither the author nor the publisher nor the marketing agents assume
any responsibility for errors, omissions or contrary interpretation of the subject matter under any
condition or circumstances. If expert assistance is required, competent professional advice should
be obtained.
PROfound Leadership, its directors and authors or any other persons involved in the preparation and
distribution of this publication, expressly disclaim all and any contractual, tortuous or other form of
liability to any person (purchaser of the publication or not) in respect of the publication and any
consequences arising from its use by any person in reliance upon the whole or any part of its
contents.
All our materials are copyrighted. You are welcome to share the valuable information with your
team, but you must not remove our business information. And please do not electronically share
information that is being sold by PROfound Leadership.
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Intro
This manual is designed to equip you with a deep understanding of what is really driving conflict
and how to achieve positive outcomes when dealing with employees, colleagues, managers or any
other people you regularly interact with.
Positive relationships and a safe environment are not only essential for your success, but equally
important for your health and wellbeing. A range of conflicts can easily interrupt all of this. Here is
the upside: this resource will provide you with well-tested strategies you can learn to apply so that
conflicts can be identified, dealt with and resolved quickly.
In medieval times, conflicts were resolved by storming each other’s castles. Stormers used
catapults, battering rams, and arrows. Stormees used moats, raised drawbridges, and boiling oil.
Fortunately, we came a long way since then, but just like back then, emotions during conflict
situations are still running high, and there are unfortunately many casualties. Thankfully, we now
know that “Conflict” is nothing else but a difference of values, wants, needs, or expectations.
To manage a conflict with confidence, a deep understanding of what is really driving conflict and
how to achieve positive outcomes when dealing with internal and external stakeholders is required.

What causes conflict
Today’s workplaces are generally diverse environments involving people
with many differences, and as a result, conflicts are unavoidable.
We need to understand that human beings are very complex creatures
and, as mentioned before, conflicts and stress are mainly caused by
differences in:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Values
Wants
Needs
Expectations and/or
Misunderstandings

Misunderstandings occur when we incorrectly interpret a situation (external event / the world
outside of us) in a negative way. For example: Somebody is tense and short with you at work, when
you ask the person a question (external event). You may choose to interpret the event and give it
the meaning of “The person doesn’t like me, what have I done wrong? Why does nobody like me?”
What we possibly delete in this simple scenario is that the person we asked is very busy and
pressured by tight deadlines. We then distorted the event by questioning ourselves, although the
situation had nothing to do with us. And we determined that nobody likes us which is a
generalisation and our own conclusion (more details on this below).
This can create a feeling of confusion, uncertainty, low self-esteem, blame, tension, and even
anger towards the other person or the entire team. And your state (psychology and physiology)
affects your behaviour in a very negative way. This then creates your response, which is your
behaviour. And if you are in this negative state, it will certainly intensify the conflict.
Understanding your thoughts, emotions and behaviours empowers you in your dealings with others.
Confident, successful leaders are aware of their thought processes, whereas unsuccessful people
fall consistently victim to their own negative thoughts.
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How we operate
Your brain is exposed to around 2 million bytes of information each and every second. However, it
lets go of information it finds irrelevant through deletion, distortion and generalisation filters, and
only holds onto about seven chunks of information per second – this is what we call ‘our reality’,
and why all too often:
“We don’t see things as they are; we see them as we are.”
Anaïs Nin
Each person’s reality differs from the next person. They are based on experiences, learned values
and behaviours and fears.
The following Communication Model explains how we interpret information from the outside world
(external) by using our five senses and internal filters to create our internal representation that
affects our thoughts, feelings and behaviours.
The more familiar you are with this highly beneficial model, the better you can understand other
people’s point of view and thus communicate with greater flexibility. It helps you to relate to
people easier, respond in their terms and overcome difficult conversations. Understanding and
utilising this model will also allow you to stay in control of your own mind and cause things to
happen in your life, as well as being able to build rapport with anyone to achieve win-win situations
in difficult conversations, negotiation, conflict situations and many other circumstances.

The process begins with an external event that we experience with our five senses, which are:
✓ Visual - Seeing
✓ Auditory - Hearing
✓ Kinaesthetic - Feelings, touch, emotions
✓ Olfactory - Smell
✓ Gustatory - Taste
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Your sensory input channels (five senses) are exposed to around 2 million bytes of information each
and every second. Then they are filtered through the following internal processing filters, which
are determined by our perception of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environment – one of the most unconscious filters on how a person perceives and experiences
quantum physics. E.g. Einstein’s theory of relativity.
Meta Programs - The typical patterns we look for when selecting and processing information.
The Language we use and our understanding of words and gestures - The ability to structure
external events and give it a meaning by using language.
Our Values & Beliefs – These are stable, long-lasting beliefs about what is important to us.
They are our compass and steer our perception of what we are paying attention to.
Our Memories – Past experiences deeply affects and influences our perception and personality
(who we are)
The unique way we go about making Decisions – Based on conclusions after considerations,
focusing on past decisions. Past decisions are also what create our present values, beliefs and
attitude.
Our Attitudes - The collection of values and belief systems

These filters determine how we DELETE, DISTORT & GENERALISE information, down to only about
seven chunks of information. This ongoing process creates an Internal Representation, our
Emotional State (psychology and physiology) of what we externally experience, and takes on the
form of a sensory perception – a picture with sound, emotions, feelings, smell and taste.
So, this becomes our reality: an average of 7 chunks out of 2 million bits of information!
“The reality that we experience is largely determined by
what we do inside our heads.”
That’s why the best real-estate we can invest in, is the one we have between our ears!
This filtering process is the reason why every human being experiences any given situation
differently, which makes us all unique. Why else could two people attend the same event, with one
loving it and the other disliking it?
Perception = Reality | Reality = Perception
So, when you next encounter a challenging situation, first and foremost acknowledge that things
are not always as they seem to you.
“The way we see the problem is the problem.”
Stephen R. Covey

(Download our resource ‘Neurological Rewiring’ from www.profoundleadership.com.au/shop/for more
details and examples of the internal process filters, and in particular deletion, distortion and
generalisations.)
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How to identify and confidently handle conflict
Here is what you need to be aware of to keep your confidence when you find yourself in a conflict
situation:

What’s in our control – what’s not?
Start focusing on what’s in your control instead of what’s not. Because every time you think the
problem is out there, coming from somewhere or somebody else, you empower what’s out there to
control you.
Your mind needs to shift from: ‘what’s out there has to change first’ to ‘what changes can I make
in order to change what’s out there’.

If you truly understanding this concept, it will be a real game-changer. It gives you certainty within
and empowers you in such a way that stress and a lack of confidence are no longer an option.
You must understand and accept that you can NOT change other people. However, you can change
yourself, which in 100% in your control. So, the second you take full ‘Response-Ability’ for how you
handle conflict situations, you change your immediate environment and therefore the people
around you. This is true influence and as far as your responsibility goes. Changing the other person
is their responsibility – not yours.
Unfortunately, our ego is highly skilled in creating problems by adding a complicated story to an
experience. Although our ego is there to protect us, it loves complexity and does not always serve
us in an empowering way. It often leads to fear-driven behaviours as the ego is purely interested in:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Knowing
Judging
Justifying
Being right
Looking good and
Getting even

We can overcome our ego by understanding that…
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People are not their behaviours
The key is to appreciate the positive intention of the other person's behaviour. As mentioned in the
earlier scenario, the behaviour is what happens last! This does not mean that you view the other
person's behaviour as positive. You may even find it quite disrespectful. However, you need to look
beyond their behaviour to notice their positive intention. Remember that we all do the best with
the resources we have available at the time. If we could do better, we would. No matter how
strange, hurtful or inappropriate a person's behaviour may seem to you; to the person engaging in
that behaviour, it makes sense within their model of the world. They see the behaviour as the best
or only way of meeting their need or achieving their outcome.
Once you have a good understanding of their positive intention, explore alternative and more
resourceful ways to help the person achieve their needs and then positively influence behavioural
change.
Accept the person and calibrate their behaviours.
Can you yourself recall a time or situation when you behaved in such a
way that you later thought: “What was that all about? - I can’t
believe I just did that. This is not who I am, and doesn’t in any way
reflect what I stand for in life.”

Be the observer
During a conflict, we often step into the roles of either the aggressor, the victim or the rescuer. We
therefore become part of the problem, because none of these three possess a win-win mindset.
Their perspective is based on personal opinion, assumptions, feelings, emotions, beliefs, etc.
Eldridge Cleaver most famously said: “If you are not part of the solution, you are part of the
problem.”
Surely, you can remember a conflict or even a business meeting where people put their teeth so
much into a problem that they couldn’t see the forest for the trees. We become incredibly
subjective and creating negative emotions such as frustration, anger, stress or even anxiety seem
our only choice. In other words, we feel stuck and therefore can’t make good decisions.
So, who do you need to be in a conflict?
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The observer! Take yourself out of the equation by seeing the conflict including yourself in it, from
a far-removed distance (disassociated birds-eye view). This can be easily achieved by visualising
yourself way above the event or sitting in a movie theatre and watching the event or conflict with
you as one of the main actors in the movie) on the big screen. This will allow you to see things in an
objective light where the emotions of being stuck in the conflict are removed.
I really encourage you to try it out. You will be positively surprised by the solutions you suddenly
have available when being removed from the conflict.
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How to resolve conflict
Conflict is inevitable in business and other areas of our life and can destroy relationships and good
teamwork. When conflict is not being managed promptly, it can very quickly deteriorate and
negatively affect communication and productivity. Research 1 shows that 60-80% of all difficulties in
organisations come from strained relationships between employees, not from deficits in individual
employee’s skill or motivation. A research commissioned by Australia’s Medibank found that stress
related absenteeism posed a $3.48b per year direct cost to employers, with stress related
presenteeism even higher at $6.63b per year. It is therefore essential that you gain the expertise
and confidence to identify, deal and resolve conflicts.
To think that conflicts will disappear if left alone is complete denial! To resolve a conflict, a
difficult but necessary conversation is essential.

Many people resist conducting these conversations because they feel that they don’t have the
necessary strategies and fear that they may make the situation worse. This results in behavioural
issues and poor performance remaining unresolved.
A few very important things to remember when resolving a conflict are:
 Create an Agreement frame - similar to ‘rules of engagement’
 Listening is key - As Epictetus said - “We have two ears and one mouth so that we can
listen twice as much as we speak.”
 Aim for win-win – it’s the best long-term management strategy you can apply
 Structure conversations – make sure you set a clear outcome from the get-go
 Follow up - Don’t assume everything is hunky-dory if you don’t hear anything back.
Maintain the conversation and build strong relationships for the future.

1

Daniel Dana, Managing Differences: How to Build Better Relationships at Work and Home (2005, 4th ed.); Barbara
J. Kreisman, Insights into Employee Motivation, Commitment and Retention (2002)
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Aim for win-win
Effective conflict management means that you need to think win-win. It is not a technique, but
much rather a philosophy of human relations. The now common terminology ‘win-win’ was first
used by the famous Stephen Covey, and is in detail described in the book ‘The Seven Habits of
Highly Effective People’.
“Think Win-Win isn't about being nice, nor is it a quick-fix technique. It is a character-based code
for human interaction and collaboration.”
~ Stephen Covey
For those not expecting to deal with people and needing their goodwill ever again, it might be
appropriate to enter negotiations aggressively and win at all cost. However, successful and
inspirational leaders find an acceptable solution for all involved parties and ensure that those
involved feel that they’ve won in some way. This will ensure an ongoing healthy relationship
between all involved, encourage creativity in people and increase productivity.
A typical story of a badly managed conflict situation is the one of two people sharing one orange.
Both want the orange and one suggests cutting it in half. One person squeezes their half and throws
out the rind but gets barely enough for a drink. The other, with great difficulty, grates their half to
flavour a cake and throws out the juicy pulp. They both made do with half an orange, when in fact
they both could have had the whole (juice and grind).
How can you make sure people get the whole orange? What are the key factors of win-win
outcomes? Let us explore the different scenarios of negotiations.
There are several scenarios when it comes to human interaction.
➔ Win-win
➔ Win-lose
➔ Lose-win
➔ Lose-lose
➔ Win-Win or Agree-to-Disagree
Win-win is a frame of mind that is constantly seeking out scenarios where agreements and solutions
are mutually beneficial and satisfying for all parties. Win-win is thinking along the lines of
abundance for everybody, and that one person’s success is not achieved by the other person’s loss.
Win-win is based on the outcome of ‘a better, higher way’ rather than ‘my way or your way’.
Win-lose is based on the authority principle that if one wins, the other must lose. It is the
unfortunately common thinking of scarcity, as in strong-weak, hard-soft, full-empty, winning a
game-losing a game, right-wrong, etc. Win-lose is based on the outcome of ‘my way or the
highway’. However, in most circumstances, if all parties are not winning, all are losing.
Lose-win is based on capitulation (giving in or giving up). It is worse than win-lose because it has no
expectations, demands or standards. People who think lose-win seek strength from acceptance and
popularity, are quick to please others, have little courage to express their own needs and are easily
intimidated by those around them. Lose-win is based on the outcome of ‘being a nice person, even
if you finish last’.
Lose-lose is based on the philosophy of war. When two win-lose (egoistic and stubborn)
personalities come together, the only possible outcome is lose-lose. They become oblivious to
everything else but for the other person to lose, even if this results in losing themselves. Lose-lose
is based on the outcome of ‘if nobody can win, then maybe being one of those losers is not
necessarily bad’.
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Win-win or Agree-to-disagree is based on the amicable agreement that both parties want to walk
away with a win, but if that is not achievable, they happily walk away until they might find a winwin at a later stage and under different circumstances. This scenario might only be realistic in the
early stages of a business relationship; however, it might provide tremendous emotional freedom in
a family environment. Win-win or Agree-to-disagree is based on the outcome of ‘either we both
win, or we happily walk away’.
“Faced with the choice of changing one’s mind
and proving that there is no need to do so,
almost everyone gets busy on the proof.”
~ J K Galbraith
As to which option is the best one, the answer is not straight forward. It really depends on the
circumstances. If you watch a football game, for example, of course the aim for each of the teams
is win-lose. If you have a quarrel with a friend, and you value your friendship more than the issue
at hand, you might want to go for a lose-win this time around. If your child wants something yet
you are concerned for their wellbeing or safety, you might need to insist on a win-lose. If you as a
family cannot agree on what movie to watch on a Saturday night, you might go for the win-win or
agree-to-disagree and hold a board game night instead.
Unsuccessful people often interpret negotiating win-win outcomes for all parties as ‘losing’ or as
‘being weak’. But in reality, win-win is the best long-term management strategy you can apply.

Structure conversations
There are a range of tools and strategies to successfully structure a conversation during a conflict
situation, and thus provide you with the confidence of a positive outcome.
The most important is to begin with the end in mind. Focus on what people involved in the conflict
actually want to get out of the situation. In other words, focus on the big picture and what common
goals there are. When people in a conflict situation realise that what they want is ultimately the
same thing and that they have more in common then they realised, they will be willing to work
things out. This is a great starting point to move forward.
Let’s have a closer look at how you can achieve this:
Hierarchy of ideas
Hierarchy of ideas describes how to master difficult conversations by controlling the flow of
conversation or ideas from abstract to specific, and vice versa. Hierarchy of ideas (Chunking) is a
fantastic concept to understand, because many communication breakdowns are caused by
mismatched ‘chunk sizes’.
As an example: Luke may use smaller chunks than Jack. Therefore, Luke sees Jack as vague and
confusing when he talks. Whereas Jack may see Luke as terribly boring and ‘caught up in detail’.
© PROfound Leadership
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Let’s have a closer look at this so-called ‘Chunking’ model:

Your success as a communicator comes down to your ability to think up, down and across the
communication ladder easily and effortlessly. The faster you can do this, the better you become at
conflict management and turning dysfunctional situations into productive outcomes.
When you would listen in to Executives and their discussions on Business Planning, Marketing
Strategies and trends etc., you would realise that these conversations are all very highly chunked
up. Trying to get specifics at this point in time would not support the company vision and block the
path into the future.
On the other hand, dreaming big all the time without the ability to chunk down into specifics won’t
be useful either. You would be stuck at the ideas, and unable to actually move towards the desired
outcomes. True communicators have the flexibility to chunk up, down and across on demand at
appropriate times.
Confidently managing conflict situations becomes easier when you understand the power of this
communication strategy. It makes it rather easy to find an agreement when being able to ‘chunkup’ two people with different ideas. By leading them to the ‘WHY’ (Abstract), they will most likely
quickly realise that they ultimately want the same thing (acknowledgement, recognition, freedom
of choice, respect, love, inner peace, etc.).
Once an agreement (common goal) is reached, start to look at how the situation can be resolved by
‘chunking down’ (specifics), and getting clear on the details. As soon as you notice negative
emotions (frustration, anger, despair etc.) creeping in from one or the other side, remind them of
the common goal and ‘chunk across’ (lateral) to explore other opportunities by asking what else
could be done to resolve the situation. In other words, consider different options that are available
to maintain the agreement. Once you reached common ground again, it’s time to chunk down even
more until a solution is found and both parties are clear on how to achieve the desired outcome.
This technique is very simple but also very effective. Utilise it for any difficult conversation and be
surprised by the positive outcome!
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GROW Model

The GROW Model allows you to chunk up and explore common goals, restore vital information by
putting a situation in a different, more positive and empowering perspective, chunk across to
explore options and eventually chunk down to agree on specifics on how to move forward.
Below is the overview as well as a few questions you can utilise at each step:

G for GOAL
1.
2.
3.
4.

How would you like this situation/issue to be?
How is this situation important to you? To your purpose? To your ideal life?
How will you know that you have achieved the goal?
a. What do you see that shows you have solved the problem or achieved the goal?
b. What are you doing that shows you have achieved your goal?
Etc.

R for REALITY
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is happening right now that tells you this is important to you?
a. What is missing?
b. What are you tolerating?
What have you attempted to do so far to transform this situation?
a. What results did you get?
b. What did you learn?
What are your beliefs about achieving this outcome?
Etc.
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O for OPTIONS
We‘ve now explored where the person wants to be and where the person is right at the moment.
It’s now time to really open this thing up!
1.
2.
3.
4.

What could you do if you had total certainty about the outcome?
What could you do if you were without fear?
What could you do if you knew you could not fail?
Etc.

W for WAY FORWARD
Remember: No decision has power unless we commit to action.
Now we know quite a lot about what it is the person could do. It’s time to...
1.
2.
3.
4.

Looking at your options, which action(s) stand out as being the action(s) that would bring
you just one step closer to your outcome?
When will you have completed these first action steps?
What evidence will you have that you have completed what you wanted to?
Etc.

As previously mentioned, it is very important to follow up with all involved parties. If we do not
hear back or don’t see the same conflict openly arise, is not necessarily an indication that
everything is resolved, and people are happy. It is vital to maintain the conversation and build
strong relationships for the future.

How to prevent conflict

Move on
When the disagreement is resolved, it is time to move on. Dwelling on past differences does not
lead to productive results; in fact, it will only hold everybody back and most likely create new
differences and disagreements. Follow the saying ‘water under the bridge’; so, once a
disagreement is resolved, everybody needs to let go and move on!

Set a positive example
You are an influential person and play an important part in the professional lives of your team
members or colleagues. Setting a positive example includes professionally and maturely abiding to
company ground rules, and therefore condemn and sanction anybody breaking those rules,
regardless of the nature of the dispute. Ground rules might include professional demeanour, use of
appropriate language, good communication style, honesty, etc.
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Foster a safe and positive environment
We all must fulfil our human needs. The question is, are we able to fulfil them in a resourceful way
that will give us a feeling of fulfilment and happiness - OR - in an unresourceful way that creates
conflict and stress.
First of all, what are our human needs: We all need certainty, variety, significance, love &
connection as well as growth and contribution. Please watch our video tutorial with details and
insights about the Human Core Needs to give you a comprehensive understanding of this topic.

Training Video | Human Core Needs:
https://www.profoundleadership.com.au/human-coreneeds/

If we can resourcefully provide: A healthy balance of certainty (job security, safe & secure
workplace) and variety (projects, job rotation), provide the people around us with significance
(praise, acknowledgement) and foster positive connection (belonging, teamwork), as well as
fostering growth (professional development, internal promotions) and contribute to a common goal,
we have created a very harmonious environment.
While carefully listening into mediation and conflict resolution conversations over the years, I’ve
picked up the following most common needs and expectations:
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So, to prevent conflicts from happening, you must create an environment where individuals can
create a good day, which is one:
✓
✓
✓
✓

where individuals know they make a difference
where they feel that they matter
that they belong
and can contribute

“Everyone’s reality is as unique as their iris
and we often disagree on different versions of truth.
Only when we apply curiosity, respect and acceptance
with a win-win mindset can we resolve conflicts
and strengthen relationships with self and others.”
Martin Probst

You as the leader take a great leap to manage a conflict, no matter the source. The best
prevention is to teach your employees the strategies in this resource, so conflicts can be tackled
at their source.

Bonus: FREE Video Series
For further insights and to answer the 4 crucial questions to calmly and confidently deal with
conflict, opt in to our FREE Video series, valued at $144.
Go to: https://www.profoundleadership.com.au/yoursuccess
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About PROfound Leadership
CONFIDENCE | ACHIEVEMENT | FULFILMENT

PROfound Leadership is a dynamic Melbourne based business that operates throughout Australia and
internationally. By delivering SKILLS OF THE FUTURE, we empower managers to become successful
leaders who can accomplish tangible achievements with confidence and fulfilment.
Our elite and proven strategies empower self-driven and competent managers to stay in control, so
they can positively impact the people around them through their actions and authentic leadership
style.
Three key factors make us unique:
1.

All our professional development content (including online training courses, in-house
workshops, books, videos, webinars, live Q&A sessions, and one-on-one coaching and
mentoring sessions) is developed and delivered by our director and Chief Education
Officer Martin Probst. We design our training with the learner in mind, cater for a
variety of learning preferences, and are not afraid to share all our knowledge.

2.

We are famous for instant and profound results. We proudly follow our own PROfound
Leadership Methodology, the blueprint for successful and confident leaders. This
ground-breaking method is your compass to overcome the toughest challenges in
today’s busy and ever-changing environment, and has been specifically designed to
elevate you to a whole new level of success.

3.

We know that one approach won’t suit everyone, so it’s part of our philosophy to find
ways to make our training accessible to as many people as possible. We offer you
flexibility by designing and presenting our user-friendly courses online, as well as
delivering tailored in-house workshops for your team or organisation. However, we
appreciate that applying newly acquired leadership skills and methods can pose a
challenge, which is why we also offer one-on-one coaching services to successfully
implement your strategies.

Find out about our services and products at www.profoundleadership.com.au

Empower yourself with skills of the future
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